Why LAWPods?

Thousands of Harris County residents are struggling. Without the financial means to afford an attorney, many are at risk of falling through the Justice Gap when they have unmet civil legal needs. Simultaneously, many who experience financial distress fall into the Digital Divide and cannot access self-help legal resources online.

LAWPod bridges both chasms by bringing the Hainsworth Law Library’s services beyond downtown Houston to select Harris County Public Libraries and connecting marginalized residents with legal self-help tools in a supportive environment.

Partnered Services

Harris County Public Library
The Hainsworth Law Library has partnered with select Harris County Public Library branches to host LAWPods.

Your Organization
Contact us to learn how your organization can help us bridge the access to justice gap.

LAWPod Overview

Access to Legal Resources
- Westlaw
- Lexis +
- HeinOnline
- Legal Information Reference Center
- And more!

Tech Set-Up
- Virtual Reference Interactions
- Document Camera
- Touchscreen Interface
- Technical System Support
- And more!

Layout
- Wheelchair Accessible
- Door Lock & Soundproof Space for Privacy
- Ventilation with HEPA Filtration
- Foldable Desk and Chairs
- And more!
LAWPod Layout

1. Virtual Reference Interactions
2. Wheelchair Accessible
3. Ventilation with HEPA Filtration
4. Door Lock & Soundproof Space for Privacy
5. Foldable Desk and Chairs

Contact us to find your nearest LAWPod!